
 
 
 
 

                  Stumbling down a main road 
a death-threat inside an Ebeneezer Howard or Geraldus Cambrensis 
     effluent, cashed out to the middle-classes 
           to avert the ills of socialism, all 
that dribbled into your dead ear by a parish epidermis. 
 
  People’s experiences are different, but not that different from 
            a cat in tenth-century Wales. 
To determine its value its head was held down  
 
its tail was held up and grain was poured over it  
   until its tail was hidden, and the cat  
was worth that much grain. Stop hitting  
 
                              yourself like the dopplering  
of a field or a painted horse, I remember barely speaking to anyone  
   and you roarin’ singin’ in French on cue always. 25 grains. 
 
People either pull a whitey or have at it, so many  
                                  casts hide evidence of something that might 
          be self-harm but why talk about it.  
 
  I remember my sudden death after a fight with my father     and dying  
            in a tunnel under a supernova    and knifed for a 
                  cigarette at the Carrigaline roundabout, a kind of disgusting gelatin 
 
buildup nearby in scaffolding, quivering and/or glistening, choose  
       your own adventure, 
                                         the whole thing not helped 
        by that frog discovered skewered on the beak of Barry Collins, which  
                  was at least a better option than what. Broken arguments trundle on. Minds are wrecked then not, 
 
get wrecked or not and the grotto bursts into a shimmering five-dimensional 
          barbed-wire, forming the text of whatever band any number of people could have made 
               it in.                            . None of your experiences are yours anymore.  
Counterfactuals stupefy, the wrecked is harder or the absence 
 
of care for each other or giving into let’s jump off that roof     but never get 
              skilled at it. 15 grains. Balls caught on the gutter and all.  
          I don’t want to catch you I want to laugh at pain.  
 
When I go back to where I come from and it is not Christmas  
   there is barely anyone there – those with degrees have gone largely to London    
                                                   those with none to Australia   or New Zealand 
 
/   A recoil pours sauce on the sun. 20 grains. Standing with a tenner in the interior 
           of three regicides (which wouldn’t be enough), cruel laughs vent actions 
                                 on another’s behalf 
 
drowning in grain then an inverted topography just to go halves on  
              a nodge, which isn’t at all like how everything baby animals do is a further exaggeration 
                           of what is already happening. It’s 30 grains now, but the fifth attempt.  
           Are we the ground or the accountant? The cat was just one of many vague predicates in a moshpit, welcome 
 
           inside the pearly gates of C. Harvey Rorke, ‘An early pricing model regarding the value  
of a cat: A historical note,’ Accounting, Organizations  
            and Society 7.3 (1982), pp. 305-306. 
 
Shame is our social relation. You weren’t still, in the growing pile.  
          Each death the exact same. 
      Each elegy the same, like birdsong.  
 
I’m a monster. Passion is for lice. Sentiment is a knife. Sentiment is poppers 
        round the carpark. Just strike the counter, growl again and snap 
the band round the throat in something which maybe is maybe isn’t IS IT YET a heap. 

 

 

Homeromastix. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
This is an elegy for Paul Hodder, written in early 2019.  
 
 
 
Ebeneezer Howard: (1850 – 1928), founder of the garden city movement. Conor McCabe, The Sins of the Father: the decisions that shaped the Irish economy (Dublin: 
The History Press, 2014), pp. 9-10 blames him for the existence of suburbs. 
 
Geraldus Cambrensis: Gerald of Wales (c. 1146 – c. 1223) was a Cambro-Norman archdeacon who became a royal clerk and chaplain to King Henry II of England in 1184. 
He accompanied one of the king's sons, John, in 1185 on John's first expedition to Ireland. This was the catalyst for his literary career. His Topographia Hibernica is an 
account of his journey to Ireland but above all a justification for invading it.  
 
avert the ills of socialism: See McCabe, The Sins of the Father, pp. 29-30. 
 
Carrigaline: My hometown in County Cork, Ireland, situated on the River Owenabue. It grew rapidly in the late 20th century from a village of a few hundred people 
into a commuter town.  
 
frog discovered: See Gerald of Wales, The History and Topography of Ireland, trans. John O’Meara (London: Penguin, 1982), p.52.  
 
Barry Collins: Owner for a long time of the large supermarket in Carrigaline.  
 

           : Zoilus (Ζωΐλος Zoilos; c. 400 – 320 BC) was a Greek literary critic who took the name Homeromastix (Ὁμηρομάστιξ) later in life. He was chiefly known 
for the acerbity of his attacks on Homer. His name becoming a byword for harsh and malignant criticism. Don Philip O’Sullivan Beara (c.1590 – 1660) published 
Zoilomastix (1625) in order to refute the Topographia Hiberniae, which was still the accepted text on Ireland in the seventeenth century, and which angered Philip 
O'Sullivan because contained so many inaccuracies in its description of Ireland. The Zoilos of the title refers to Geraldus Cambrensis denouncing Ireland (which takes 
the place of Homer). See Philip O’Sullivan Beare, The Natural History of Ireland, trans. Denis C. O’Sullivan (Cork: Cork University Press, 2009).  
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